Question 3

Was the relationship between the section (if any) and the course effective, and how could it be improved? What are the strengths and weaknesses of your teaching assistant (discussion section leader, lab section leader, grader or other assistant) as an instructor, and how might his/her teaching be improved?

Response 1

Sebastian Heise

Sebastian was a very helpful TA. He was always available for office hours and by email and he always helped fill in the gaps of my understanding during lecture. It was a pleasure to work with him and I hope he will TA another class.

Response 2

Sebastian Heise

Sebastian was a great TA. He is VERY helpful, approachable and is willing to make an effort to help you if you make an effort to reach out to him. He also explains the graphs from lecture so it was great to be able to have someone walk you through them and the theory behind them.

Response 3

Sebastian Heise

Sebastian did a great job as our TF this semester. He always came to section with a lessor prepared, but was also available to help us in any way that we needed. Great job!

Response 4

Sebastian Heise

Sebastian was a terrific TA! His explanations of the models and elaborations on the various theories have helped me incredibly in terms of understanding the course material. He was very careful in teaching us the graphical, mathematical and economical implications of each of the models. Literally could not ask more from a TA!!

Response 5

Sebastian Heise

Great TA.